I. **CALIBRATE** - To standardize; bring into conformity with a standard by determining the deviation so as to ascertain the proper correction factors needed to adjust precisely for a particular function

II. **Recalibrating is about:**
   A. **Standard** - What is the standard?
   B. **Difference** - How far am I off?
   C. **Conformity** - What am I going to do about it?

III. **Recalibrating the Eyes**
   A. **Standard** - What are my eyes supposed be looking at or seeing?
   B. **Difference** - What am I currently looking at or seeing?
   C. **Conform** - What can I change about what I am looking at or seeing?

IV. **Standard - Prov 4:20-27** - What does God say to look at or see?
   A. **Give attention** - qashab - To hear and listen to, be attentive, obey
   B. **Incline** - natah - To stretch or extend outward and toward; lean in the direction of
   C. **Depart** - luwz - To turn aside, deviate
     1. **Deviate** - To stray from a standard; depart from established course or norm
   D. **Keep** - shamar - To hedge about, guard or protect
   E. **Midst** - tavek - The middle or center; focus
     1. **Focus** - A center of attraction, attention or activity

V. **Difference - V25-27** - What am I looking at or seeing?
   A. Let your eyes “look” straight ahead - Choice or decision
     1. **Phil 3:13-14** - Forgetting those things which are behind and reaching forward
   B. Eyelids right before you
     1. **Ps 119:105** 105 Your word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path.

VI. **Conformity** - What can I change or adjust about what I am looking at or seeing?
   A. **3 Areas to Conform:**
     1. **Darkened** - Blinded “In the Dark” - Needs Light
a) Blind spots are spiritual weak spots.

b) Isa 42:16

c) John 8:12

2. **Damaged - Impaired - Needs Healing**
   a) Injury or something blocking our line of sight
   
b) Matt 7:1-5 - Speck vs. Beam
   
c) Solution for Damaged vision is Healing!

3. **Distracted - Looking at the wrong thing - Needs Focus**
   a) Wrong set of eyes
      
      (1) Physical, Natural Eye
      
      (2) Spiritual, Supernatural Eye
      
      (a) Eph 1:17-19 - Eyes of your understanding - *cardia* - Heart
   
b) 2 Kings 6:15-17
   
c) 2 Cor 4:16-18